CZN 9610 Series - SEATWISE

Seat Height Adjustment – Allows you to adjust the seat so feet meet the floor or a stable footrest, but is high enough that knees are below hips.

Raising = Lift your weight off the seat and pull up on the lever (1); releasing when desired height is achieved.

Lowering = While seated, lift up on the lever (1); releasing when desired height is achieved.

Backrest Tilt Adjustment – Allows user to adjust angle of backrest. A slight back tilt transfers some body weight to the backrest. Synchro movement of backrest and seat pan may reduce lower back load.

Adjust = Lift lever (3) to unlock or release position, selecting desired movement. Press lever (3) down to lock position.

Backrest Height Adjustment – Simple touch backrest adjusts 4” to provide support and comfort of the lumbar spine.

Adjust = Push button on back of backrest moving to desired height position for personal lumbar support; and release.
This medium back office chair, also known as Seatwise, is the natural chair for your office. It provides body-contoured support while you sit. The backrest angle adjusts mechanically. Found the perfect position? It’s easy to lock as well. This chair is simple to use, combining looks and affordability.

Armrests with soft arm pads can be height adjustable providing personal support and comfort.

Contoured seat and back provides body contoured support while you sit. The seat waterfall front edge reduces leg pressure.

Soft and plush, the comfortable seat provides for longer hours of comfortable sitting with adjustable height to reduce stress on the legs.

Adjustable simple touch latch backrest adjusts height 4” for optimal lumbar support.

Backrest angle with tension adjustment supports the back dynamically as you move or can be locked into your preferred position.

Back size: 19”W x 24”H
Seat size: 19”W x 18”D
Seat height: 16” – 21”H
Overall size: 20”W x 27”D
Overall height: 40” – 45”H